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Introduction

Artists stand to benefit from:

History of the Competition

Working with a high-powered international jury of art experts, Lovell Gallery seeks to identify artists with 
latent potential. The support the Lovell Tranyr Art Trophy offers,  is designed to make a meaningful 
contribution to an emerging artist's career on many levels, including high quality exposure in solo and group 
shows as well as professional career development.

• A finalist group exhibition at Lovell Gallery in Cape Town
A solo exhibition at Lovell Gallery alongside the following year's group show 
Career development by Lovell Gallery for the year leading up to the winner's solo show
Special exposure in a group show in London during Frieze art week 2014
Exposure in local and international media 
Tranyr sponsorship means the artist's shipping fees are fully covered. The artworks will be collected
from the artists' studios, crated, freighted and delivered to the various exhibition venues globally.

Vivien Kohler, solo winner of the 2013 competition says; “Winning this competition is a wonderful validation. It 
is also a fast forward button on your art career enabling you to reach your artistic hopes and dreams with 
expert support from Lovell Gallery and its staff. It is definitely advantageous being associated with this driven, 
dynamic and forward thinking gallery, and the competition is a great way to get your career going in the right 
direction.” Vivien's solo show is coming up in September 2014, and a selection of Vivien's works will be taken 
to London for exhibition in October. Two of these have already been acquired by a London based collector.

Since it's inception in 2009, The Lovell Gallery has made special efforts to help artists develop their art 
careers. The competition, then called the Lovell Gallery Artist Competition was initiated in 2011 to provide 
exciting exposure and support for burgeoning talent.
“Collectability requires far more than an artist's originality and technical excellence – it's a commercial concept 
with collector confidence at its root, and this is something most young artists are in real need of help with, 
and also not the basis of most other competitions, which tend to focus on artworks. We thus designed a 
layered process beginning with a portfolio of 5 works, a requirement to write about the work, a group show, a 
year of close gallery and artist interaction and development towards a solo show, and the opportunity for 
ongoing representation” explains gallery owner Tamzin Lovell Miller.

Now in its fourth year, the results of the approach are already evident in the success of previous winners. Last 
year's winner Vivien Kohler is working towards his solo, but has already been offered two more solo shows 
through his group show exposure (one in Cape Town and one in London) and has two commissions from 
collectors.  2012's winner Benon Lutaaya has found great commercial success with sell out solo's and a long 
commission waiting list. His prices have risen from R8000 when he entered the competition to R57000 now. 
2011 Winner Neill Wright is gaining a solid reputation among collectors, and was recently listed among the top 
10 artists to watch by The Times. He has just hired his first studio assistant. Neville Petersen, also a 2011 
solo winner (that year we offered more than one) has since won a list of international awards, including 
exhibitions in London as finalist for Environmental Photographer of the Year as well as the Terry O'Neill Award 
in 2013. We are very proud to be an ongoing partner in these artists' success stories.

In 2014 Tranyr Logistics, with offices across Africa, came on board as logistics sponsors and partners to 
enable us to meaningfully expand the competition reach to the whole continent. In the spirit of true 
partnership, and recognition of the significance of this expansion, we are re-launching the competition under 
the new name: Lovell Tranyr Art Trophy.
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Entry is done electronically via email. 

The artists are asked to submit 5 artworks that form part of a body of work and adhere to their artist 

statement (which is entirely open to them), along with a brief artist statement and biography. If they are 

among the 20 finalists, the jury will choose the best 3 works from their 5 submitted pieces for the group 

exhibition. If they are then selected the overall winner, they will be required to complete their body of work or 

create a new one for their solo exhibition.

The cost for the whole entry is ZAR250. Please see the entry form on the final page of this document.

Submission



Important Dates

Selection Criteria

Terms and Conditions 

•

•

•

•

•

Entry submissions open 13 March - 30 June 2014

Judging, 1-7July

Results posted on www.lovellgallery.co.za on 8 July

Group Exhibition of finalists, 23 August - 27 September

London Showcase, 14 - 19 October.

The jury will assess work based on the following guidelines:

1. Visual impact - Does the work draw you in, appeal to you?

2. Technical skill - Is it skillfully made, most likely by an artist who has created other works in a similar fashion?

3. Inherent meaning - Is the work purely representational or… Does it references other art and continue a 

conversation that another artist began? Does it tell a story, or evoke a specific emotion? Is the artist actively 

promoting a cause or perhaps bringing attention to an issue that's important to him or her? Does the

art that contain more than one meaning? Is it understandable, although it may make you think in ways

you never expected to?

4. Originality -Does the artist explore new subjects, or old subjects in a way that hasn't been done before?

5. Fulfilled intent - Is the artist in control of the art? Does the artist statement deepen and strengthen the viewers’

understanding of the art?

1. The competition is open to all artists of all mediums. This includes painting, sculpture, photography, print media,

drawing and new media. Installation artworks are welcome, these need to be visually presented in a proposal

explaining the scale, space and technical requirements. 

2. No performance art will be admitted.

3. All works should be the original creation of the artist. The works may not constitute an infringement of copyright 

laws. 

4. Works must not be older than two years from the starting date of the competition and must be available for 

exhibition for the duration of the competition.

5. Only five works are allowed to be entered. It is the artist's responsibility to choose

the five works that best represent their total body of work.

6. Maximum size for artworks are 3m x 3m for two dimensional artworks and 2m (h) x 1.5m x1.5m for three 

dimensional artworks (excluding base). Any 3 dimensional artworks may not weigh more than 150kg. Works that

need to be hung should not exceed 60 kg.

7. Any objects that are hazardous in nature and can cause harm to any persons will not be permitted. This is subject

to the judge's discernment. 

8. No artwork will be accepted that condones hate speech and propaganda or violence especially against race, creed,

gender or sexual orientation. This is subject to the judge's discernment.

9. The gallery cannot be held responsible for any loss or damage incurred during the duration of the group exhibition.

Should any works be stolen, disappear or be damaged, the artist will not be entitled to compensation from 

Lovell Gallery nor its staff.

10. The organisers reserve the right to refuse works that are too difficult to hang, install or handle.

11. The gallery owner has the right to remove or change any artworks in the gallery if the quality does notadhere to

the standards of the gallery.

12. Artworks have to be available for sale during all stages of the competition (including the group show),no artwork

may be withdrawn by the artist at any stage of the  competition for any reason whatsoever.   

13. Artworks must be priced with Lovell Gallery's commission structure of 40 % in mind .

14. Lovell Gallery reserves the right to reproduce any works that are entered for inclusion in the catalogue, advertising

 or any promotional material of the competition or Lovell Gallery.

15. If images of anyone under 18 are submitted the artist must obtain the written consent of that child's parent or

guardian. This applies to artworks in all mediums. Written consent must also be obtained from any individuals aged

18 or over who are identifiable in an image. It is the artist's responsibility to ensure that the necessary consent has

been obtained.

16. The decision of the adjudicators is final.

17. NO LATE ENTRIES WILL BE ACCEPTED.

You are more than welcome to contact the gallery to discuss your entry should you have any concerns or enquiries. 

Brendon van Kraayenburg

Gallery Manager

brendon@lovellgallery.co.za.

T H E  L O V E L L  G A L L E R Y

 www.lovellgallery.co.za



I,........................................................................................................., signature.....................................hereby 
confirm that the information provided herein is correct and that have read and understand the terms and conditions. 

Full Names

Contact Number (home)

Email

Home Town

Province

Country

Contact Number (cell)

Artwork Title 1
(Ensure file names match)

Date of Completion 

Dimensions

Medium

Selling Price
(include 40% gallery commission)

Date of Completion 

Dimensions

Medium

Selling Price
(include 40% gallery commission)

Date of Completion 

Dimensions

Medium

Selling Price
(include 40% gallery commission)

Date of Completion 

Dimensions

Medium

Selling Price
(include 40% gallery commission)

Date of Completion 

Dimensions

Medium

Selling Price
(include 40% gallery commission)

Artwork Title 3
(Ensure file names match)

Artwork Title 5
(Ensure file names match)

Artwork Title 4
(Ensure file names match)

Artwork Title 2
(Ensure file names match)

Entry Form

Please complete the entry form below  or copy a similar format into a word processing program
and email to: info@lovellgallery.co.za. 

Absa Bank Cheque Acc No. 4072907212. Branch Code 632005. SWIFT code ABSA JJ.
The R250 entry fee can be paid to:

Check List:

Entry Form R250 Proof of payment Artist Statement Short Biography 5 Images
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